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CONVERSE POINCARE TYPE INEQUALITIESFOR CONVEX FUNCTIONS S. G. Bobkovy and C. Houdre zNovember 20, 1995AbstractConverse Poincare type inequalities are obtained within the class ofsmooth convex functions. This is, in particular, applied to the doubleexponential distribution.Let  be the double exponential distribution on the real line, with density2 1 exp( jxj), x 2 R. One of the main purposes of these notes is to prove:Theorem 1 Let the random variable  have a double exponential distribution.Then, for any convex function f on the real line,Ef 0()2  Varf()  4Ef 0()2; (1)with equality on the left{hand side for the function f(x) = jxj.The right inequality in (1) belongs to the class of Poincare inequalities. Forthe measure , this second inequality is well{known (see for ex. Klaassen[Kl]) and valid without any convexity assumption. In the literature, onecan also nd a number of lower estimates for the variance of functions ofvarious distributions ([Ca1], [Ca2], [CP], [HK], [Pa],....). We will see here,that winthin the class of all convex functions, it is sometimes possible toKey words: Poincare inequality, Double exponential ditribution.AMS Classication: Primary 60E15, 60E99. Secondary 26D10.yResearch supported in part by the ISF grant NZX000 and NZX300.zResearch supported in part by an NSF Postdoctoral Fellowship.1
2 s.g bobkov and c. houdreestimate below the variance of f() by a quantity similar to the one appearingin the Poincare-type inequalities. This is in contrast to the fact that this isnever possible within the class of all functions.In fact, to consider a more general situation, let  be an arbitrary non{atomic probability measure on the real line R. Given a 2 R, let  a and+a be respectively the left and the right conditional restriction of  to thehalf{lines ( 1; a] and [a;+1), that is, for any Borel set A, a (A) = (A \ ( 1; a])(( 1; a]) ; +a (A) = (A \ [a;+1))([a;+1)) :The above denition makes sense when a0() < a < a1(), where a0() =inf supp(), a1() = sup supp(). Let Var(f; ) and Var() denote respec-tively the variance of a function f and of the identity function i(x) = x, withrespect to . Throughout, it is also always assume that  has nite variance.With these notations, the following gives a sucient condition for a con-verse Poincare inequality to hold within the class of convex functions.Theorem 2 Let the random variable  be distributed according to . Dene2() = infa0()<a<a1()min (Var( a );Var(+a )): (2)Then, for any convex function f on the real line,Varf()  2()Ef 0()2: (3)The property 2() > 0 implies that a0() =  1 and that a1() = +1.Thus, the inmum in (2) is in fact taken over the whole real line. This caneasily be seen by applying (3) to the functions f(x) = (a   x)+, f(x) =(x   a)+, and letting respectively a ! a0(), a ! a1(). In addition, wethen have lim infa! 1 1F (a) Z a 1(a  x)2dF (x) > 0; (4)lim infa!+1 11  F (a) Z +1a (x  a)2dF (x) > 0; (5)where F (x) = (( 1; x]) is the distribution function of  (and of the randomvariable ). We do not know if the properties (4){(5) which are necessary
CONVERSE POINCARE 3for (3) to hold (up to a positive constant), imply that 2() > 0. One canhowever see that (4) and (5) imply that the tails F ( x), 1  F (x) are "big"and decrease at innity rather slowly (at least as slowly as exponent), In par-ticular, the normal distribution function does not satisfy (4){(5). Therefore,one can not hope to extend (3) to the multidimensional case to getVarf(1;    ; n)  c Ejrf(1;    ; n)j2;where (k)1kn is an i.i.d. sequence, f is an arbitrary smooth convex functionon Rn, rf is its gradient, and c > 0 does not depend on the dimension n.Indeed, assuming Ek = 0 and applying the above inequality to the functionsof the form f(x) = g((x1 +    + xn)=pn), we would obtain by the centrallimit theorem that Var g()  c Eg0()2for the class of all convex functions g and with  normal.Note that a convex function f on R is dierentiable at all points, exceptpossibly on a countable set, and that in general one denesjf 0(x)j = maxfjf 0(x )j; jf 0(x+)jg:Of course, this is essential only for distributions F which have atoms.Denote by F+ the family of all non{decreasing, convex functions on thereal line.Lemma 3 Given a random variable  with nite second moment and a con-stant c > 0, the following are equivalent:a) Cov(f(); g())  cEf 0()g0(), for any f; g 2 F+ such that f()and g() have nite second moment;b) Varf()  cEf 0()2, for any f 2 F+;c) Var(   a)+  cPf  ag, for any a real.Proof. Clearly, a) implies b) which implies c) (note also that b) makessense even if f() has innite second moment). To derive a) from c), onecan assume that the distribution function F of  is continuous, and thatthe functions f and g in a) are non{negative and vanish at  1. In sucha case, these functions can be represented as a mixture of functions of the
4 s.g bobkov and c. houdreform fa(x) = (x   a)+, and since Cov(f(); g()) is linear in f and in g, itsuces to establish the inequality a) for such functions, only. Let a  b. Byan integration by parts, we easily haveCov(fa(); fb())=Z +1b (x a)(x b)dF (x) Z +1a (x a)dF (x)Z +1b (x b)dF (x)= Z +1b (2x  a  b)(1  F (x))dx  Z +1a (1  F (x))dx Z +1b (1  F (x))dx:Hence,ddacov(fa(); fb()) =   Z +1a (1 F (x))dx+(1 F (a)) Z +1b (1 F (x))dx  0;that is, Cov(fa(); fb()) is non{increasing in a, while the right hand{sideof a), (cEf 0a()f 0b() = c(1   F (b))), does not depend on a. Therefore, theinequality a) is true for all a  b if and only if it is true for all a = b, in whichcase it becomes c). The lemma is proved.As it follows from Lemma 3, the optimal constant c in b) can be foundfrom c). However we would like to mention another way of nding thisconstant when the random variable  is exponentially distributed with densityexp( x); x > 0.Theorem 4 Let the random variables ,  and  be independent, exponen-tially distributed random variables. Then, for any absolutely continuous func-tions f; g such that f() and g() have nite second moments,Cov(f(); g()) = Ef 0( + )g0( + ): (6)In particular, under the additional assumption f 2 F+, we haveVarf()  Ef 0()2: (7)Proof. Both sides of (6) are bilinear forms in f and g, hence, it sucies toverify the equality for functions f(x) = exp(itx); g(x) = exp(isx). But forsuch functions, and if '(t) is the characteristic function of , (6) becomes'(t+ s)  '(t)'(s) =  ts'(t+ s)'(t)'(s):
CONVERSE POINCARE 5This identity can easily be veried directly since '(t) = 1=(1  it). To prove(7), we have from (6) and for f = g:Varf() = Z +10 (Ef 0( + t))2 e tdt  Z +10 f 0(t)2e tdt;since f 0 is non{negative and non{decreasing. Theorem 4 follows.Proof of Theorem 2. Let Var(f; ) be nite (otherwise, there is nothingto prove). Also, and without lost of generality f is assumed has a niteglobal minimum, say, at a point a (otherwise, one can approximate f bythe sequence of convex functions fn(x) = max(f(x); n), and then lettingn!1 in (3) with fn gives (3) for f). As noted before, we can also assumethat a0() =  1, a1() = +1. Now, if  and  are two probabilitymeasures, and if Ef and Ef , are the respective expectations of f , we havethe identityVar(f; p+(1 p)) = pVar(f; )+(1 p)Var(f; )+p(1 p)jEf Ef j2:Putting  =  a ,  = +a , and p = F (a), we obtainVar(f; )  F (a)Var(f;  a ) + (1   F (a))Var(f; +a ): (8)By assumption, f is non-decreasing on [a;+1) and non-increasing on ( 1; a].Hence Lemma 3 applied to (f; +a ) and (f;  a ) gives:Var(f; +a )  c+(a) Z f 0(x)2 d+a (x); (9)Var(f;  a )  c (a) Z f 0(x)2 d a (x); (10)where the optimal values of c+(a) and c (a) are given byc+(a) = infba Var((x  b)+; +a )+a ([b;+1)) ; c (a) = infba Var((b  x)+;  a ) a (( 1; b]) :Now, for any b  a, Var((x  b)+; +a )+a ([b;+1))= 1   F (a)1   F (b)24 11   F (a) Z +1b (x  b)2dF (x)   11  F (a) Z +1b (x  b)dF (x)!235
6 s.g bobkov and c. houdre= 11  F (b) Z +1b (x b)2dF (x)  1(1   F (a))(1  F (b)) Z +1b (x  b)dF (x)2 11   F (b) Z +1b (x  b)2dF (x)   11   F (b) Z +1b (x  b)dF (x)!2= Var((x  b)+; +b ) = Var(+b );since 1   F (a)  1  F (b), and (x  b)+ = x  b (mod. +b ). Thus,c+(a)  minba Var(+b )  2();where 2() is dened by (2). In the same way, c (a)  2(). Using theseestimates in (9){(10) and then in (8), gives (3). Theorem 2 is proved.Proof of Theorem 1. Recall that d(x)=dx = 2 1 exp( jxj), x 2 R. Bysymmetry,Var( a ) = Var(+ a), so we need only to show that Var(+a )  1,for all a real. When a  0, +a is the one{sided exponential distribution,hence Var(+a ) = 1, and it only remains to consider the case a  0. Toperform some computations, we nt it convenient to work with the distri-bution function Fa(x) = +a ((a; x]). Fa is simply a shift of +a , and thusVar(+a ) = Var(Fa). Clearly, Fa has density e ja+xj=(2   ea), x  0. Next,we use the elementary formulaeZ xexdx = (x  1)ex; Z xe xdx =  (x+ 1)e x;Z x2exdx = (x2   2x+ 2)ex; Z x2e xdx =  (x2 + 2x+ 2)e x;to nd:(2   ea) Z  a0 xdFa(x) = Z  a0 xe(a+x)dx = ea(x  1)exj a0= ea h (a+ 1)e a + 1i =  (a+ 1) + ea;(2  ea) Z 1 a xdFa(x) = Z 1 a xe (a+x)dx = e a( (x+ 1))e xj1 a= 1   a:Thus, Z 10 xdFa(x) =  2a+ ea2   ea :
CONVERSE POINCARE 7Moreover,(2  ea) Z  a0 x2dFa(x) = ea(x2   2x+ 2)exj a0 = (a2 + 2a+ 2)  2ea;(2   ea) Z 1 a x2dFa(x) =  e a(x2 + 2x + 2)e xj1 a = a2   2a+ 2;and thus, Z 10 x2dFa(x) = 2a2 + 4 + ea2   ea :Hence,Var(Fa) = 2a2 + 4 + ea2  ea    2a+ ea2   ea 2 = e2a   2a2ea + 4aea   8ea + 8(2  ea)2 :At this point, one can verify that Var(Fa)! 2 = Var(), as a!  1, andthat Var(F0) = 1. Finally,Var(Fa)  1 () e2a   2a2ea + 4aea   8ea + 8  (2   ea)2()  2a2ea + 4aea   4ea + 4  0() (a2   2a+ 2)ea  2() t2 + 2t+ 2  2et = 2(1 + t+ t2=2 +   );where t =  a. This last inequality is certainly true since t  0. The leftinequality of Theorem 1 is proved.Bibliography[Ca1] Cacoullos, T. On upper and lower bounds for the variance of afunction of a random variable. Ann. Probab. 10 (1982), 799{809.[Ca2] Cacoullos, T. Dual Poincare-type inequalities via the Cramer-Raoand the Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities and related characterizations. In: Sta-tistical Data Analysis and Inference (Y.Dodge Ed.) (1989), 239{249. Else-vier.[CP] Cacoullos, T., Papathanasiou, V. Lower variance bounds and a newproof of the central limit theorem. J. Multivariate Anal. 43 (1992), 173{184.[HK] Houdre, Ch., Kagan, A. Variance inequalities for functions of Gaus-sian variables. J. Th. Probab. 8 (1995), 23{30
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